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TRAILERS
WHY PANELTEX?
WALKING-FLOOR TRAILERS
The award-winning Paneltex Martrans Walking-Floor Trailer has
been developed to carry asphalt and aggregate for discharge to
floor or paver. The latest lightweight version of the trailer is proving
very robust and reliable in operation and popular with operators
and end-users throughout the UK and Ireland.
As awareness of health and safety in the industry increases, the
ability to be able to discharge aggregate and asphalt without the
need for a tipping trailer or rigid, with its associated risks, is proving
a key factor in decision-making.

KEY SPECS
Payloads of up to 28 tonnes of asphalt or aggregate
Full European Type Approval
Payload discharged in just over 4 minutes
Completely stable, allowing discharge on uneven/unstable ground
Safely controlled discharge via the driver or banksman to the floor
or direct into a road paver
40% more capacity than standard 8-wheel tippers greatly improves
productivity and reduces costs
Reduced load contamination risk
Fully automatic operation of roof, doors and walking-floor
Manual hydraulic control valves and power-fail controls, as standard
Rear under-run bar with auto-lifting spray flaps
Body and chassis 2 pack painted in any colour
Full on-site operator and driver training
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WHY PANELTEX?
REFRIGERATED 13.6M TRAILERS
Paneltex produces a wide range of 13.6m single or double
deck refrigerated trailers, offering single or multi temperature
applications

URBAN TRAILERS
Paneltex Martans Urban Trailers include refrigerated and ambient
urban trailers designed for use in areas of restricted access, with
single or multi temperature options available

DRAWBAR TRAILERS
Drawbar Trailers are another Paneltex Martrans trailer, including
single, tandem or tri axle drawbar trailers with or without twist
locks for container operation

SKELETAL TRAILERS
The Paneltex Martrans sliding bogie skeletal trailers are equipped
with Paneltex’s own design of rotary pneumatic discharge system
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Paneltex Martrans Trailers are manufactured in our specialist trailer
production facility in Lincolnshire. We produce a wide range of trailers,
including our award-winning walking-floor trailer, designed specifically
to carry aggregate and hot coated asphalt, avoiding the stability issues
associated with standard 8 wheel rigid and articulated tipping trailers.
The range extends to refrigerated double-deck trailers, urban trailers and
drawbars, all built on our own chassis design for single, twin or tri axle
configuration. The range is wide and, along with our highly skilled design
and engineering office, we can design and build a trailer to suit your exact
requirements. All of our trailers come with full European Type Approval and
we offer a highly responsive 24/7 parts and back up service through our own
road-based engineers and service network.

